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SOME KEYWORDS FOR HADES* 
 

 Impoverished, underclass, masses, inner city, third world 

 Rough, unrefined, rustic 

 Criminal, bestial 

 Leading to a bad end, hurtful 

 Secret 

 

PALLAS / HADES 
 

SOME KEYWORDS FOR PALLAS*:  There is a correlation between Pallas and work activity & events. 

 

PALLAS COMBINED WITH HADES 
 

 Social Workers; those dealing with poverty, crime 

 Archeologists (Also Juno/Hades) 

 Work in underdeveloped/rural environment 

 Blue Collar 

 Arts: Rural or "unrefined" art e.g., folk/roots music and art; gangsters, beasts 

 There is some overlap with Mars/Hades and Node/Hades (blue collar, criminal) 
 

Phraya Anuman Rajadhon: The first scholar to study Thai folkloristics. 

N. Jupiter=Pallas=Hades 55' orb; Pallas=Hades 24' orb. 

December 14, 1888 7AM Bangkok, Thailand 
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Queen Maude of Norway was born in England, where she was known for beautiful clothing.   

She married King of Norway, an underdeveloped country at the time, and adopted the rustic 

local customs, dressing in rural costume and selling photos of herself in costume for charity. 

N. Pallas=Hades 43' orb; and Sun=Cupido=Hades. 

November 26, 1869 12:20AM London England. 

 

       
 

 

 

 

Left to right:  

 

Joe Pesci (plays criminals)      N. Pallas=Saturn=Hades 31' orb. 

9 Feb.1943 11:45AM Newark, NJ. 

 

Jean Marais ("Beauty and the Beast")       N. Pallas=Cupido=Hades 6' orb. 

11 Dec. 1913 11:30PM, Cherbourg, France. 

 

Paul Hogan ("Crocodile Dundee", hero of the outback)    N. Pallas=Hades 22' orb  

8 Oct 1939 9:30AM, Lilli Pilli NSW. 

 

      

 

  



CERES / HADES 
 

SOME KEYWORDS FOR CERES*:   Fertility, food, ingestibles (ranging from tobacco to vitamins) 
 

 Eating disorders; too much/too little  

Other symbolism for this is Saturn-in-Cancer 

 Food and suffering: illness; poverty, shortage, crime 

 Fertility concerns 
 

There is some overlap between Ceres/Hades and Ceres/Chiron 

 

Disorders Resulting from Food  
 

Freud's oral fixation theory was that insufficiently fed or over-fed infant will be scarred for life; 

dependency issues, etc.     N. Sun=Ceres/Hades 9' orb.  May 6, 1856 6:30PM Prbor, Czech Republic. 
 

Louis XV was a glutton    Ceres=Hades 28' orb.            Feb. 15, 1710 8AM Versailles, France. 
 

His son, Louis XVI was called "a walking stomach"   Sun=Ceres/Hades 37' orb. 

Aug. 23, 1754 6:24AM Versailles, France. 
 

British Spartan who held the world's record for fasting   N. Ceres conjunct Hades=Aries. 

May 19, 1877 11:30AM Cleethorpes, England. 

 

In Art 
 

LEFT:    "Ugolini Eating his Children"; Ugulino chewed his hands in rage; his children believe it is 

from hunger and they plead for him to eat them.  (Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux) 

N. Ceres=Vesta=Hades=Admetos=Poseidon 1 degree 9' orb.   May 11, 1827 5PM Valenciennes, France. 

 

CENTER AND RIGHT:    Poor people grabbing for sugar; impoverished picnic (Henri Cartier-

Bresson).  Ceres//Hades 26' orb.     August 22, 1908 2:51PM Chanetloup, France. 

 

     



In Literature 

 

 Eating that departs from "path of nature" results in human suffering, from crime to disease.   

"Vindication of the Natural Diet"; Percy Bysche Shelley;  Ceres square Hade 8' orb.     

August 4, 1792 10PM, Horsham, England.   
 

Shelley makes the point that food and human suffering is in the mythology of all religions: 
 

The loss of everlasting life was the result of Adam and Eve; the apple and the snake. 
 

Prometheus stole fire from heaven to prepare meat; punished with a vulture continually devouring 

his liver that grows to meet the vulture's hunger".   

 

Transiting in the Sky 

 

When T. Ceres forms as aspect to T. Hades, there are sometimes events which include food 

violations, contamination, shortage, food laborers and reproductive issues. 

 

April 8, 2008 Ceres semi-octile Hades; Sun semi-square Ceres: 
 

 USDA Finds Violations in Slaughterhouses 
 

 Grain supplies at their lowest since 1980's; United Nation's Food and Agriculture Organization said 

food riots in impoverished countries could spread  
 

 Frogs found to have too much estrogen to reproduce as a result of estrogen in water from herbicides. 

 

 

6/2/2008 Ceres conjunct Hades 

 

 An outbreak of salmonella linked to uncooked tomatoes has now been reported in nine states, 

reported by U.S. health officials (T. Ceres conjunct T. Hades antiscia Kronos) 
 

 

4/1-4/9, 2013 Ceres and Hades were in aspect first by antscia and then by conjunction. 

 

 Bacterial contamination 500,000 pounds of meat recalled 
 

 Fast food workers strike 
 

 Junk food in the news 
 

 Legislation against appetite suppressant  
 

 Abortion bill  Other symbolism for this could be Saturn=Venus/Zeus 

 
 

  



 

VESTA / HADES 

 

KEYWORDS FOR VESTA*:    Location, Home, Land 

 

Vesta Combined with Hades 
 

 Old home 

 Rustic living environment 

 Depressed areas 

 Disrepair (even while it's being repaired, it's often a mess) 

 

Some overlap with Vesta/Chiron= home, or property that's in disrepair 

 

Depressed Areas; Squalor 

 

Auto manufacturer John Delorean sought out a country with a depressed economy to build a factory; 

chose Northern Ireland, which offered financial incentive by the government.  At the time (October, 

1978), T. Pluto station squared N. Sun and Vesta/Hades.  N. Sun=Vesta/Hades 9' orb  

Jan. 6, 1925 12PM Detroit, Michigan 

 (This could also have been described by Vesta/Apollon) 

 

Karl Marx and Fredrich Engels studied squalid English slum conditions. Engels was working in 

father's cotton factory in England.  

Marx N. Sun=Vesta/Hades 14';                    May 5, 1818 2AM, Trier, Germany. 

Engels N. Vesta=Hades (=Juno) 32' orb;     November 28, 1820 9PM, Barmen, Germany. 

  

Harry Truman worked as a railroad timekeeper sleeping in hobo camps near the rail lines.   

His "Housing Act" aimed at slum clearance and urban renewal.   

N. Sun=Vesta/Hades 9' orb;    May 8, 1884 4PM, Lamar, Mo. 

  

Steve Jobs stopped maintaining a home, intending to demolish and rebuild; there was a legal battle and it 

never happened.  N. Vesta=Hades 38' orb;    part of larger picture Pluto=Vesta=Chiron=Hades=Kronos 

52'  P. Hades=Vesta   he moved and left the home for others to rent.   

(Feb. 24 1955 7:15PM San Francisco, Cal.) 

 



    
 

 

Client with N. Vesta=Juno=Mars/Hades 

Years of litigation over mistake architectural error (Private data) 

 

In Literature 

 

James Joyce wrote about "the squalor and monotony" of Dublin life.  In real life, his brother lived with 

him:  said "a household such as ours...it was the squalor of a drunken generation".  

N. Sun=Vesta/Hades 9' orb;    February 2, 1882, 6AM Dublin, Ireland. 

 

Left:  

Emile Zola's characters come out of slums or sink into shabby conditions.   

N. Sun=Vesta/Hades 13' orb      April 2, 1840 11PM Paris, France. 

 

Right:  

Victor Hugo, Les Miserables      N. Sun=Vesta/Hades 48' orb;  

February 26, 1802 10:30PM Besancon, France 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Secret Locations 

 

Marie Antoinette acquired her luxurious private escape Le Petit Trianon on August 15, 1775,  

when P. Hades=Vesta 1' orb.   DOB: November 2, 1755 7:30PM. 

 

Crime; Conditions of Captivity 

 

Fraud and Real Estate 

 

Bill Lilly    N. Sun=Vesta/Hades 43';        Nov. 11, 1945 12:40AM Cambridge, Mass. 

 

Mark Rockefeller    N. Vesta/Hades=Aries 1' orb      January 26, 1967 5:30 AM New York, NY. 

 

Katie Beers was kidnapped and held in a secret basement bunker 12/28/1992 when P. Sun=Vesta 

Hades 12' orb     December 30, 1982 4:40AM Bayshore, NY. 

 

Natashia Kampusch held captive for more than 8 years.    N. Aries =Saturn=Vesta/Hades 25' orb; 

February 17, 1988 7AM Vienna, Austria 

 

Leon Blum imprisoned in the section of a concentration camp reserved for high-ranking prisoners.  

His future wife chose to come to the camp voluntarily to live with him inside the camp. 

 N. Venus=Vesta=Hades=Vulcanus=Poseidon 1 degree 32' orb;  

April 9, 1972 11AM Paris, France. 

 

Queen Elizabeth's sister kept a home in the Bahamas for wild parties.  Elizabeth's natal chart contains 

Mercury=Mars=Vesta=Cupido=Hades 17' orb.      April 21, 1925 2:40AM, London, England. 

 

      . 

 

 

The home was sumptuous.  This is an example of a multi-planetary picture where Hades describes 

Cupido, not Vesta.  Multi planetary pictures are one of the most difficult interpretive problems for the 

astrologer.   

 

 Every day event with Vesta/Hades:  the home needs repair  



 

JUNO / HADES 
 

 Mass market fashion, adornment; "street" or unpolished look; unkempt 

 Lowbrow art; crude materials for art 

 Theft (thief or victim) 

 Archeology (one of several astro indicators) 

 Juno items which hurt (overlap with Juno/Chiron) 

 Clothing and shoe repair jobs (some overlap with Juno/Chiron) 

  

"Street"; Unpolished, Unkempt 

 

LEFT: "The Fonz" Henry Winkler     N. Sun=Juno/Hades 3' orb';    October 30, 1945 12:51 PM NYC 

 

CENTER: Madonna    N. Juno=Hades 22' orb     Aug. 16, 1968 7:05AM Bay City, MI;   

 

RIGHT:  Brigitte Bardot   N. Sun=Juno/Hades 12' orb     September 28, 1934 1:15PM Paris, France. 

 

     
 

What these illustrations demonstrate is the street or unkempt look may have coincided with their 

fame, but it didn't characterize their whole lives. 

 

The same was true of Queen Anne of Great Britain who was described in her private sickbed as "red 

and spotted, was rendered something frightful by her negligent dress, and the foot affected was tied up 

with a poultice and some nasty bandages. . . . What are you, poor mean-like Mortal, thought I, who talks 

in the style of a Sovereign?"    Juno/Hades=MC 2' orb, Juno=Hades 45' orb;  

Feb. 6, 1665 11:39PM AA rated chart. 

 

 

  



Mass Market Stores 

 

LEFT: Walmart's founder Sam Walton   Juno//Hades <45' orb;    

March 29, 1918, Kingfisher, OK, No TOB 

 

RIGHT: Korvettes founder Eugene Ferkauf    Sun=Juno/Hades <30';  

November 18, 1920, NYC, No TOB 

 

   
 

Low Budget Decorative Materials: 

 

Picasso used house paint.  "Scientists using a high-energy X-ray instrument have solved the long-

running debate over what kind of paint Picasso used in his masterpieces.   'It was common house paint' 

said a physicist.  N. Sun=Juno/Hades 24' orb.    October 25, 1881 11:15PM Malaga, Spain. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Theft of Juno Items:  $12MM Jewel theft on January 10, 1997.  No outstanding natal picture, but he 

had P. Juno=P. Chiron=Natal Hades (left) and T. Juno=his N. Hades (right) 

 

     
 

His wife had T. Saturn square N. Juno and T. Juno=N. Pallas/Hades.   

(Henry Ford 9/4/1917 6PM Detroit Mich; wife Kathy Feb. 11, 1940, 5:30AM Belding, Mich) 



 

In the news: Juno stationary RX square Hades, 19-21 Jan. 2011 

 

 "Art worth tens of millions of euros registered as 'disappeared' or 'stolen' including some by 

Degas and Manet have been seized from a world-renowned art institute" 

 A painting confiscated by Nazi's, found in a university museum, was restored to its rightful owner 

 3 stolen works of art recovered 15 years after they were stolen from Glasgow museum 

 

But usually, Juno is more commonly associated with decorative art.   

 

 

Juno Items that Harm: (some overlap with Juno/Chiron) 

 

N. Juno=Hades jeweler makes "Mean Girl Jewelry" as well as recycling old coins for jewelry.  (Private data) 

 
 

 

When death occurs with a Juno item (such as a belt), there's good chance Juno/Hades will appear 

in some way, natal or at the time of the event.   The 1st manufacturer of the electric chair had 

Aries=Juno=Hades. 

 

Juno showed up a number of ways at the time of Natasha Richardson's accident and death, including a 

Juno/Hades picture.  I think this represented the helmet that she wasn't wearing. 

 

 

Ordinary event with Juno in aspect to Hades: silk blouse becomes soiled first thing in the 

morning of a day-long event. 

 

There's more research to be done on Juno/Hades from the standpoint of Juno's connection with "the wife". 

  



 

CHIRON / HADES 

 

CHIRON KEYWORDS*:   Injury, harm, pain, abandonment; outsider 

 

Together, Chiron/Hades corresponds with instances of: 

 

 Difficulty getting along with others; racism to violence 

 Harm to others; harm to oneself 

 Extreme outsiders 

 Pain management 

 

Chiron/Hades works on a continuum.  Some events are relatively mild.  When "Outlaw country" 

musician Willie Nelson's P. Hades came to N. Chiron in 1972, he left Nashville, where he wasn't well 

regarded, at the time when his home burned down.  (Willie Nelson Chiron ssq Hades 37' orb; 

Chiron=Hades=Admetos; 4/30/1933 12:30AM Abbott, Texas) 

 

James Brown, born 4 days after Nelson, also had Chiron ssq Hades 35' orb. In 1988, when P. Hades was 

just 3' from N. Chiron, he was arrested for beating his wife with a pipe, released on bail and then arrested 

and imprisoned for assault and attempted murder at a corporate meeting. When P. Hades was stationary 

with Chiron, exact between 2002 and 2006, he was again arrested in January 2004 on charges of domestic 

abuse. (May 3, 1933 12:10PM Barnwell, SC) 

 

"Son of Sam" serial killer David Berkowitz was born with N. Sun=Chiron/Hades 6' orb (June 1, 1953 

4:52AM Brooklyn, NY) 

 

The "Butcher of Lyon", Klaus Barbie, illustrates a most extreme manifestation (Sun=Chiron/Hades 31' 

orb; October 25, 1913 7AM Bad Godesberg, Germany) 

 

And somewhere in the middle is Steve Jobs.  According to his biography, he was "A great man; he just 

wasn’t a great human...a selfish, self-centered man who heaped abuse on everyone around him" (N. 

Chiron square Hades exact; February 24, 1955 7:24PM San Francisco, California) 

 

News events during Chiron/Hades transits sometimes reflect the symbolism, and sometimes even 

include wounded healers: 

 

7/9/2003: 

 Doctor who assaulted sedated patient must pay $3.5 million in damages. 

 Fight against limiting medical malpractice suit won in Senate  

 Witchdoctor who claims to bring patients good luck with the use of ammonia went on trial for 

sneaking toxic cleanser on plane and sickening passengers  

 

In December 2007, two front page shootings occurred: 

 

 On December 5th in Omaha when Chiron and Hades were 12’ from exact, the "Omaha Shootings" 

occurred.  At the time of the shooting, T. Hades was approximately 2' from an exact conjunction to 

the shooter's Chiron.  (DOB 5/17/1988) 

  



 On December 9th, Chiron and Hades were just 4' away from an exact sesquare, when the "Colorado 

Shootings" occurred. Although these examples are compelling, there are countless examples of 

people with Hades/Chiron in their natal charts who were not murderers. And neither the Omaha nor 

the Colorado shooter had Chiron/Hades aspects in their solar charts. 

 

When Jeffrey Dahmer committed his first murder, T. Chiron was conjunct natal Hades.  (May 21, 1960 

4:34PM Milwaukee, Wisconson).  Jim Jones had P. Chiron=N. Chiron/Hades precisely, at the time of the 

Jonestown massacre.  Charles Manson's P. Sun=Chiron/Hades 7' orb, when the Tate-LaBianca murders 

were committed.  

(Dahmer was born May 21, 1960 4:34PM Milwaukee, Wisconson; Jones was born May 13, 1931 Lynn, 

Indiana; Manson was born November 12, 1934 4:40PM Cincinnati, Ohio) 

 

People born on the same day, with parallel events are always interesting.   

Born on the same day, July 21, 1899, with Hades/Chiron=Aries <11' orb were: 

 

 Ernest Hemingway (suicide) 

 Hart Crane (suicide) 

 Florence Broadhurst (murder victim)  

 

 

Natal planets at the Chiron/Hades midpoint are also illustrative:  

 

Baseball legend Ty Cobb's mother shot and killed his father on August 8, 1905.  Born with N. 

Moon=Chiron/Hades, T. Sun and Uranus were less than 1 degree from N. Moon and the Chiron/Hades 

midpoint.  Cobb himself was considered a savage player and a mean spirited racist.  He wrote in his 

autobiography "In legend I am a sadistic, slashing, swashbuckling despot who waged war in the name of 

sport".  (Moon=Chiron/Hades 6' orb; =Aries 45' orb; December 18, 1886 6:13AM Banks County, Ga.) 

 

Toni Giancana, daughter of Mafia kingpin Sam Giancana, wrote an autobiography entitled "Mafia 

Princess".  (Mercury=Chiron/Hades 10' orb; June 23, 1935 3:5 AM, Chicago Ill) 

 

Murdered by her husband, Laci Peterson was born with Venus=Chiron/Hades with a 24' orb.  At the 

time of her death,  her LR contained Aries=Chiron/Hades 5' orb.  (5/4/1975 4:44 am PDT Modesto, 

California) 

 

Ted Bundy, serial killer of young women, was also born with Venus=Chiron/Hades 1' orb with Mars just 

16' away.  ( Nov. 24, 1946 10:35PM, Burlington, Vermont); and Robert Levy, father of murder victim 

Chandra Levy, had N. Venus just 9' from the Chiron/Hades midpoint.  (January 16, 1946 4AM Columbus, 

Ohio) 

 

Born with Mars=Chiron/Hades were "The Queen of Mean", Leona Helmsley (18' orb) and Kennedy 

assassin Lee Harvey Oswald (13' orb)  (Helmsley 18' orb; July 4, 1920 6AM Marbletown, NY; Oswald 

13' orb; October 18, 1939 9:55 PM New Orleans, La) 
 

On the bright side, pain management specialists can have natal Chiron/Hades contacts as well.   

Samuel Hahnemann, physician best known as the founder of homeopathy, also specialized in pain 

management.  (N. Chiron square Hades 1 degree 6' orb; April 7, 1755 11:59PM Meissen Germany), as 

does astrologer Pat Harris, born with a minor aspect of Chiron=Hades=MC (1' orb 64 Harmonic; May 20, 

1953, 11:58AM Bradford, England). 

 

 

 



MINOR ASPECTS 
 

Nelson Mandela was arrested on August 5, 1962, with P. Chiron=P. Hades (64 Harmonic, 1' orb; DOB 

July 18, 1918 2:54PM Mvezo, South Africa) 
 

The list of evildoers with minor aspects of Chiron/Hades is compelling.    

 

The minor aspect used here is the 64th Harmonic; 5 degrees 38'; the little dot on the dial.  

 

Adolph Hitler N. Chiron=Hades 64H/2' orb  

 

Joseph Goebbels N. Chiron=Hades 64H/1' orb 

 

Charles Manson N. Chiron=Hades 64H/2' orb.  

 

Susan Atkins, Manson Family murderer,  N. Aries=Hades/Chiron (64H/1' orb  May 7, 1948 1:03am 

California 

 

"Butcher of the Balkans" Slobodan Milosevic N. Chiron=Hades 64H/14' orb; N. Sun=Chiron/Hades 

64H/13' orb (August 20, 1941 10PM Pozarevac, Serbia) 

 

Joseph Stalin  N. Aries=Chiron/Hades 14' orb (Chiron=Hades=Aries 25' orb) December 18, 1878 12:PM  

  

"The Boston Strangler", serial nurse killer had N. Neptune=Hades/Chiron (64H/7'; September 3, 1931 

11:58AM Chelsea MA 

 

There are countless number of people with natal Chiron/Hades symbolism who are 

not murderers, as well as many murderers without Chiron/Hades pictures. 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

*These delineations are based on, and limited to personal observation, with an orientation 

towards concrete interpretation of planetary symbolism.  Equally valid are psychological and 

mythological perspectives of the same combinations. 

 

* * * * * 
 

 


